ABSTRACT In Drosophila melanogaster, P element transposition has been a productive means of insertional mutagenesis. Thousands of genes have been tagged with natural and engineered P element constructs. Nevertheless, chromosomes carrying P element insertions tend to have high levels of background mutations from P elements inserting and excising during transposition. Consequently, the phenotypes seen when P element-bearing chromosomes are homozygous are often not attributable to the P insertions themselves. In this study, 178 strains in the Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center collection with P insertions on the second chromosome were complementation tested against molecularly defined chromosomal deletions and previously characterized single-gene mutations to determine if recessive lethality or sterility is associated with the P insertions rather than background mutations. This information should prove valuable to geneticists using these strains for experimental studies of gene function.
During P element transposition, it is common for a P element to insert into a chromosome and immediately excise, leaving a mutational footprint, before inserting into the genome in its final position (Cooley et al. 1988 , Kania et al. 1995 , Deak et al. 1997 , Salzberg et al. 1997 , Spradling et al. 1999 , Ashburner et al. 2005 . These "hit and run" events often disrupt genes; consequently, the phenotypes seen when insertion-bearing chromosomes are made homozygous cannot necessarily be attributed to the disruption of genes where P elements are located. Proof that a phenotype is associated with a P element insertion usually comes from reverting the phenotype upon transposase-mediated excision of the P element or showing that the P insertion fails to complement a loss-of-function mutation in the gene where the P insertion is found.
Most P element insertions from early Drosophila transposition screens were given symbols that reflected the phenotypes seen when the chromosomes were made homozygous (Spradling et al. 1999) . For example, P{lacW}l(2)k01209 k01209 was named as a recessive lethal on the second chromosome ["l(2)"], while other insertions were named for phenotypes such as female sterility (fs) and male sterility (ms). The Berkeley Drosophila Genome Project put considerable effort into verifying the phenotypes of P insertions by complementation testing the insertions against chromosomal deletions, other P insertions, and previously characterized loss-of-function mutations (Spradling et al. 1999 ). In addition, many labs have investigated the phenotypes of particular insertions. Nevertheless, the purported phenotypes of hundreds of P insertions from early screens have never been confirmed, and insertions from more recent screens have generally been given phenotype-neutral symbols. In the study described here, we analyzed 178 second chromosome P insertions with potentially misleading symbols in the Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center collection to determine whether the insertions are responsible for recessive lethal or sterile phenotypes. seq sterility, or male sterility. Assessing P insertions that had previously been localized to a specific genomic sequence often required only a single deletion cross. P elements that had previously been localized by in situ hybridization of polytene chromosome preparations were tested with a tiling series of deletions that spanned the genomic regions estimated to contain the insertions. Occasionally, single-gene mutations were complementation tested against the P insertions instead of deletions, or in addition to deletions. As positive controls, all deletion and single-gene mutation stocks were complementation tested against relevant, previously characterized, loss-of-function mutations (Supplemental Material, Table  S1 ). All stocks were obtained from the Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center collection. All crosses were made on standard medium and reared under routine conditions. All genomic coordinates are given in terms of the Release 6 assembly. Polytene cytologies were estimated from Release 6 coordinates using FlyBase map conversion tables. Genetic symbols were changed to reflect our findings according to standard FlyBase nomenclatural practices.
Data availability
Changes to FlyBase entries have been coordinated with this report and will appear in a 2016 FlyBase update. Strains may be obtained from the Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center. Table 1 shows the results of complementation tests with 95 P element stocks that indicate the recessive phenotypes seen when insertion chromosomes are made homozygous do not map to the P insertions themselves. Based on these results, we updated most of the insertion symbols. If the P insertion was positioned between genes, then the symbol was updated to show it as a simple insertion implying nothing about phenotypes. For example, P{PZ}l(2)10333 10333 was changed to P{PZ}10333. We updated 38 symbols in this way. If the P element insertion was positioned within the transcribed portion of an annotated gene, the symbol was updated to show the insertion as an allele of the gene, but the updated FlyBase entry indicates that no known phenotype is associated with the insertion. For example, P{lacW}l(2)k09610 k09610 was changed to P{lacW}ush k09610 . We n seq
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a In situ, insertion mapped by in situ hybridization to polytene chromosomes; seq, insertion mapped from sequence of insertion site.
b Phenotype in complementation tests: v, viable; ff, female fertile; mf, male fertile. An "h" indicates homozygotes were present in stocks (in some of these cases, complementation tests were not performed). c When an insertion lies in the region of gene overlap, FlyBase uses the symbol of one gene in the P insertion symbol, and lists associated alleles for the other genes.
updated 47 symbols in this way. Since the lethality or sterility of these insertion chromosomes does not map to the insertion, and there is no way to know if it is the result of a single mutation or multiple mutations without further tests, the original gene and allele entries have been eliminated from FlyBase. For example, the l(2)10333 and l(2)k09610 gene entries, and the l(2)10333 10333 and l(2)k09610 k09610 allele entries have been eliminated. The gene and allele entries for noninsertion mutations were retained only when the phenotypes of the mutations have been characterized beyond simple lethality or sterility, or when the mutations are members of multiallele complementation groups. For example, P{lacW}bdg k08407 now represents the site of a nonlethal P insertion, and l(2)k08407 k08407 represents the linked noninsertion lethal mutation formerly conflated under P{lacW}l(2)k08407 k08407 . In this case, it is necessary to have an allele entry for the noninsertion l(2)k08407 k08407 mutation because there is presumably a single mutation causing the imaginal disc abnormalities described in Roch et al. (1998) for the homozygous chromosome. Table 2 shows the results of complementation tests with 18 stocks mapping recessive lethality to the P insertions. In these cases, strong arguments can be made for the lethality arising from disruption of the gene associated with the P element insertion based on noncomplementation with deletions and other mutations in the gene, or from the position of the P insertion relative to genic regions. For example, complementation tests with a deletion for the region of dachsous (ds) and a ds point mutation showed that the lethality of P{PZ}l(2)01855 01855 is attributable to ds disruption. This allowed the insertion symbol to be revised to P{PZ}ds 01855 . Table 3 shows the results of complementation tests with 44 P element stocks that indicate lethality maps to the P insertion itself or to a closely linked site. Confidence that a P insertion is responsible for a phenotype and that the phenotype is not attributable to a hit-and-run mutation tightly linked to the P insertion increases as the size of the interval defined by noncomplementing deletions decreases. Although past experience has shown that noncomplementation with any deletion strongly predicts that phenotypes are caused by P insertions (Spradling et al. 1999) , we cannot formally associate lethality with these insertions from our deletion crosses alone. For this reason, insertions within the transcribed regions of genes have been renamed to reflect their physical position, separate alleles have been named to represent the recessive lethality, and the respective FlyBase entries indicate (in the Notes on Origin section of allele reports, and the Comments section of insertion reports) that the insertion and the lethal locus may represent the same mutational event. For example, the insertion formerly called P{lacW}l(2)k08601 k08601 lies within the Mef2 transcription unit. The insertion is now denoted by P{lacW}Mef2 k08601 , the coincident or closely linked recessive lethal mutation is denoted l(2)k08601 k08601 , and FlyBase entries indicate the two genetic elements may be the same entity. We made 28 such changes (Table 3 , top section). No symbol updates were needed for nine other insertions within the transcribed portions of genes (Table 3 , middle section). The seven insertions that lie outside the transcribed portions of genes (Table 3 , bottom section) retain their original insertion names, because it is standard practice for FlyBase not to represent such insertions with separate symbols for insertions and lethal loci. Table 4 shows the results of complementation tests that allowed us to refine the mapping of 21 P insertions that had previously been mapped to polytene chromosome bands by in situ hybridization. Because we have no sequence localizations for these insertions, we cannot assign symbols reflecting their proximity to annotated genes. Consequently, they retain their original symbols indicating they are members of genetically defined, recessive lethal, or sterile complementation groups.
In summary, we have clarified the basis for phenotypic effects seen in 178 P element insertion stocks in the Bloomington Stock Center collection. This has allowed us to give the stocks n b When an insertion lies in the region of gene overlap, FlyBase uses the symbol of one gene in the P insertion symbol and lists associated alleles for the other genes. c Original allele symbol.
